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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE IN THE SIZE OF THE
PHILIPPINE LABOR FORCE, 1958-1968

MILAqR,OS R. RA1'lOA'

The unavailability of comparable data for at least two
points in time exercised the. greatest constraint on our proce
dura in this discussion of components of change in the labor
force. For instance, data from the 1960 special report on fer
t.ility and labor force characteristics and data in 1968 (NDS) 1

are tabulated in a relatively' comparable manner. So far, these
sources represent the only years when information on labor
force and employment is given in greater detail. BCSSH data
have Quite a wide coverage but do not have the kind of detail
that was first presented in the 1960 special report. In setting
up tables using NDS data, these 1960 tables were used as pai;
tern although some more detail was introduced, such as the
use ot the urban-rural classification. Trends from 1960 to 1968
could thus have been studied. However, the dissimilarity of
circumstances under which the two sets of data were obtained
precludes the study of change using the two sources of data
together. Hence, we are limited to the study of change in only
one area - the size of the labor force from 1958 to 1968. Even
then, the results of this paper should be treated as tentative,
eonslderlng the adj ustments that were made and the assump
tions used. Data utilized lin:,this paper are not available by any
geographic division (e.g, urban-rural) so that our analysis is
limited to the total labor ,fo.rce and its classification by sex.

I

The method utilized'hij-e (a combination of cohort and
component analyses) involve's factoring the change in the size
of the labor force during a pkrticular time interval into the fol
lowing components: 1) deaths; 2) migration; 8) labor force
entries i and 4) labor fOl·ce r:etirements. Mortality is estimated
by applying a five-year mortality rate (derived from an appro~
priate life table) to the average population during the selected
central quinquennium. Migration is obtained as a residual, be
ing the difference after decrements due to mortality have been

I Instructor. Population In~titute, U.P.
J National Demographic $u'rvey
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deducted from the total chang~' in the population ten years old
and over between 1960.5 and 1965.5. The Tates of net entry
and not retirement in each cohort correspond to the change ill
the activity rate of each cohort during the central five-year
period, These rates are applied to the average number of each
cohort to arrive at the actual numbers of net entries (C) and
net retirements (D). C, and DI, the hypothetical numbers of
entries and retirements (hypothetical, due tothe assumption (If

unchanging rates of entry and retirement) are taken as corres
ponding to the differences in the activity rates of successive age
groups (column 9 of both Tables 2 and 3) in 1960.5, the begin
ning year of the central quinquennium. Entries and retirements
resulting from changes in tne ,net entry and retirement rates
(Cl and Dl, respectively) are taken as residuals (C-CI and D-DI).

The breakdown of change iIi the labor force into components
serves to isolate the effect of each factor and gives us an idea
of the magnitude of each component's contribution to total
change in the size of the labor' force. As this kind of analysis
provides more detailed information with regard to change in
the labor force, it serves as a-better basis for further studies
(such as labor force projecti,ons) than a tirtte-series study.

)

Durand and Holden' apply this analysis not only to the
total labor force but also to its' agricultural and nonagricultural
sectors, using rural-urban ciRta as approximations to these see
tors. The analysis is also carried out by ma~or industry group.
Natural increase of the population ten year, old and over and
of the labor force are projected by industnr group for 1950
to 1955 and 1960 to 1965 and comparisons are made with the
figures obtained using component analysis for the intercensal
interval 1950 to 1960. ,,' : I

~ ~f
The basic data needed in' the analysis Include the follow-

ing: 1) a elassifieation by" sex and age q! the population at
two census or census-type survey dates; IZ) a corresponding
classification by sex and age of labor force, also at two dates;
and S) a mortality function' 6erived from a life table which
would be representative of the'inortality experience of the coun
try during the time Interval under consideration.

'. I

,1,1;
. ~J,

, John D. Durand and Karen C. Holden, Methods of Analysing Com
POIJetJtS 0/ Change .,. Sise and SiNlclllre of the War Fore' with AppU
catiol. to Puerto Rico (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 19(9).
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The Procedure

Data were derived from three major sources, namely: 1)
the 1956 and 1958 BCSSH! bulletins; 2) the 1960 special report
on fertility and labor force characteristics; and 8) the prelimi
nary tables set up from the 1968 National Demographic Sur
vey. The mortality function ,Mx used here was computed from
life table values given in the Keyfitz and Flieger book. I. ,

Population and labor force figures for the starting date of
1958 were derived in~irect1y. This procedure was dictated by
necessity as no data on pop:ulation by five-year age groups were
available in 1958. BCSSH data on employment status by sex
have consistently been pub1ished in very broad age groups
(10-24, 25-44, 45-64, 65 and over) since October 1956. The
only exception to this w~ the May 1966 survey, where data
were available in more det'ailed age groups but which shall not
be utilized, however, in view'lof the inherent shortcomings em
bodied in first surveys. Data for the end date of 1968 were
obtained from tables organized using data provided by the Na
tional Demographic Survey.. . The computer was utilized in this
process. -:'

To obtain the population by five-year age groups in 1958,
we first computed the joint scores of data for 1956, 1960 and
1968. This was done to asseaa the quality of the age and sex
distributions in the said years. I Based upon the information
provided by this procedure,' it was decided to utilize the age
distribution of 1960. The: other steps in the computations are
summarized as follows: ..

! I

A. Computation of POPuI~~ion for 1958

The 1960 percentage (~istribution of population was used

I Nathan Keyfiu and Wi1n~lm Flieger, Wor14 Populations An Atzaly
sis of Vital Dat(l, (Chicago: Uniyersity of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 663.

I A joint score (age-accura~y index) is One of the indices used to
measure the accuracy of age stliti~tics from one census to another. It is
also known as the United NationS' Secretariat method and consists in the
computation of sex ratios for data .reported by five-year age groups. For
a more lengthy discussion, re£e~: to~: United Nations, Methods 01 Appraisal
01 Quality 01 Basic Data for Popll14tion Estmwtes (New York: United
Nations, 1955), pp. 42-43. Uriited Nations, "Accuracy Tests for Census
Distributions Tabulated in Five-Year and Ten-Year Groups," Population
B,dUti", no. 2 (October, 1952),: pp. 59-79.

• ] oint scores obtained are f as follows: 1956-43.2; 1960-26.2; and
1968-40.6. ~:,

il,:: t
jl
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as weights and applied to thel'1958 popultalon within each 20·
year broad age group I to obtain a population distribution by
sex and 5~year age groups in 1958. By this procedure, known
totals in 1958 by 20-year age groups were thus maintained,

I '

B. Computation of participation rates in 1958

The ratio of 1958 to 1956 partlci1?ation rates was computed
for each 20-year age group. 'Assummg that these ratios held
for the finer age groups within the 20-year age group, we ap
plied these ratios to the detailed participation rates of 1956 to
obtain adjusted rates in 1958. : Since participation rates in 1956
were given by 5-year age groups only up to age 24 (and by 10'.
year age grou\ls from ages 25~64). we assumed that the 10
year participatIon rates applied 'to both 5-year age groups with
in the said 10-year age category. This assumption is perhaps
plausible considering the fact: that within ages 25-64, partici
pation rates do not deviate very .much, especially for men. This
may, however, not be as true' for women, and thus could be a
possible source of error here. ,

I;
C. Obtaining labor force figures for 1958 I

1 .', .'j

1. The 1958 participation r,ates (as computed in B above)
were applied to the 1958 popu~~tion (as computed in A above).

2. As 1958 labor force fiiures by 20-year age groups: were
known, the labor force estimates obtained by CI were adjusted
(pro-rated) to these known t9ta1s.

There were thus two major adjustments made. One dealt
with adjustments to arrive at a distribution of population in
1958 by sex and age and the' other involved adjustments of
available 1958 data to arrive.ia.t 1958 participation rates by 5-
year age groups.: .

Since we are using data classified by 5-year age cohorts,
it is convenient to transform our time-reference period to a cen
tral 5-yea1' period. Using data on population and labor force
classified by sex and 5-year ag~ groups for 1958 (as computed
in the procedure described aboye) and for 1968. we use linear

it ,1 1
" l-,

I It should be noted here that 'data On the population ten years old
and over the labor force are av-ailable in 1958 in total (both sexes, male,
femme) and by 20·year age groups w.ithin these totals.

I Computations from C and onejare done on males and females only.
Figures {or '''Both Sexes" are to ,ber taken as the SUm of the figures for
"Male" and "Female". 'j Ii

·1 ~.
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interp~lation to derive the!f~gures for this selected central quin
quenmum (1960.5-1~65.5)~ . This procedure could very well in
volve errors but will probably suffice for our 'Purposes. In
this regard, Durand and Holden say: '

. I

Of course, the trends of population and labor force
during an intercensal period are not ordinarily linear ami
so the estimates fori beginning and ending dates of the
central quinquennium, obtained by linear interJ?olatiori, will
not be exact. This consideration, however, IS irrelevant
to the purpose, whic~, is not to estimate actual changes
during the central quinquennium but rather to obtain mea
sures having a five-year time-reference which will be re
presentative of the experience during the intereensal inter
vaL'

! :.
Taking into account tht-fact that the different components

of change do influence one; another, average numbers of the
cohort were used instead iof numbers at either the beginning
date or the end date of Jthe central quinquennium. For in
stance, the rates in use (e.g..mortality rate, rate of entry, rate
of retirement) were applied~ 'to the average numbers of the 'age
cohort during the mid-five-year reference period. Also, the
mortality rate used here .w~s calculated keeping this problem
in mind. Hence, sMx is defined as the ratio of deaths to the
average number of the coho,~t during the period! Or,

L
i

L + 5
5:'x, - 5-x

1': .

•

•

..

.~ r L + L + 51
1/2 l5 x 5 x J. \

Inspite of these correetlons, there are still obviously quite
a number of errors built into the analysis stemming from tho
characteristics and nature of the data used. Furthermore, tll.e
general al>plicability of the conclusions derived from this kind
of analyslS is highly dependent upon how valid the assump
tions are. There are a fe'-:N' assumptions made such as: 1) the
applicability of the sex-age ,.specific mortality rates of the en
tire population to both persona in.the labor force and persons
outside the labor force;~) the applicability of labor force
participation rates in the \,#,hole population to both migrants

!,':' :1

I Durand and Holden, Mct/~~ds of Analyzing Components of Chcz.nglt,
pp S 6 :',• -. .:"I

, Ib:J 1-8 I If"". pp. 1.1' t l
:~ I ~f

:' ~: ~
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and non-migrants; and 8) tll'J rnegligibility of the number of'
retirements at ages of net en~r.y into the labor force and the
number of entries at ages of' :net retirement from the labor
force. 1: I;,

; I'
The Results '\ i,. ,, ,

Before proceeding, we sha.ll first examine labor foree pat
ticipation rates in 1958 and 1968: The rates in 1958 will be
those computed in this paper: :and those in 1968 will be those
obtained from preliminary tables of NOS data. It should be
pointed out that observations! made here will be tentative in
view of the manner in which the rates in 1958 were obtained.
The comparison is nevertheless being undertaken to obtain some
suggestion as to how participation rates by five-year age groups
were ehanging during some time interval.

r
In general, there was a ~slight decrease in the overall

participation rate from 1958 to 1968 Table 1). Whereas the
overall male participation rate decreased during the decade,
that of females increased. Qf;'interest is the decrease in the
participation rates of young persena (ages 10-24). This holds
true for both males and females, but is more so for males.
Participation rates by five-year,"age groups from ages 25-44 in
creased during the decade and;this is again true for both males
and females. The patterns manifested by ages 45-64 are, in
general, more irregular. Thus~: while the rates for both sexes.
suggest a decline in the rates at ages 45~49 and 50-54 and an
increase at ages 55-59 and 60-64, the patterns by sex present.
no definite direction. This is especially the case for males. The.
rates for females increase at ;all age groups from 45-64 except
at ages 5()"54. Looking at the general patterns we can especial
ly take note of the following:

1. The decrease in participation rates between ages 10-24,
especially true for males;

2. The increase in participation rates between ages 25-44.
especially notable amqng females;

8. A more unpredictable and irregular pattern at ages
45-64, more true for,; males than females; and

4. A slight overall Increase in the participation rates of'
old persons (65 and ;over) I caused by the increased ill
male rates. ; ~

Female participation rateSitincreased at all ages except at.
the younger ages of 10-24 and~: age groups 50-54 and 65 and
over. Male participation rat~s',decreased at the younger ages.
and at age groups 45-49, 50-54Jtand 60-64 and increased at the

i; :1'

~i t
't.,I':
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central ages of 25-44 and it Jthe oldest age group of 65 and over.
This presents quite a contras~ to the trends in the United States,
where because of relativelY finore extensive Social Security pro
grams and pension plans; aging men are more able .to with
draw from the labor foree.I,1 The increasing rates o~ partiei.
})atlon of women, however, ;is a phenomenon that has been ob
served in both countries and suggests a concomitant of 'changes
that have been taking placei~n the occupational structute of the
Philippines, namely, the ibcrease in the number of white-collar
jobs, positions that can bf ~asily filled by women. '

I :
Table 1. - Labor Force Participation Rates by Age & Sex,

Philippines: May 1958 and May 1968.

.Age Group i

Total
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
'30-84·
35-39
40-44
45-49
60-54
ti6-59
60-64
65 & over

l-Bs-,-~:~ ·1-F-\-BS·-li~6~_.LL
" I'

61.20 80.46 42.87 60.55 '17.1344.09
30.14 37.85 22.45 28.12 86.3720.16
64.18 78.25 60.99 61.62 72.84 50.21
68.91 90:66 57.04 69.76 87.80 52.83
69.42 97:.20 44.88 71.84 97.68 49.89
69.42 9,7;.~() 44.83 73.35 98.50 60.82
72.17 9~.69 49.48 76.57 98.69 55.83
72.17 96.69 49.48 76.32 98.82 51.49
76.25 98.07 53.68 75.41 97.86 54.60
76.25 98.07 53.68 73.72 95.86 51.52
63.89 8'1.65 38.86 74.20 94.74 52.21
63.39 87'.65 38.86 64.07 87.84 41.31
88.00 5~.30 19.20 89.13 58.66 16102

•

I r
Sources: 1958 participation rates as computed in this paper.

1968 rates computed from tables set-up using National Demo
graphic Survey data.

I

The results of the computations with regard to componente
'Of change are presented i~ Tables 2 and 3 and summarized in
Table 4-

Examining Table 2, ;~~ can nota an increase in the male
labor force during the central quinquennium. The patterns by
age indicate positive change~ only'at three age gr~ups - 10-~4,
30-34, and 40-44. All otli:er age groups regIster negative
changes, Increments to I.~~~ labor force at the younger ages

t. wi
'l· "

I Bancroft, Thl AmericQ'" 1:.abor Pore», pp. 29-31.
,! '~
!:! '!':Ir: >I'
,t£ '~,:"j
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Table 2.-Estirnatlon of components of change in size of the labor force:

Philippines, males, central quinquennium of the interval 1958-1968.

At:e of cohorts
196U 19~.G 1960.5

(1)

l'opu1&U<m
1965.6 Cban!l'e

(2) (3)
Average

(4)
19CO.5

(E)

Labor Force
J9G~.5 Change AYerap

(6) (7) (8)
(6) - (5)

10-14 Hi·U'
15-19 20·21
20-24 25·2,1}
25·29 30·3'
S0-34 S5-.19
35-39 4.0-4-1
4044 45-49
45-49 50·54

- _ _ .:. .:::..,._"" ...50-54·, _ 55:-59
'~"-'-'""""'-::':;;;~~i' ~~", .': '00:64

1682 - 11 1688
1138 -190 1233
910 -130 975
820 - 19 830
788 84 746
647 - 11 652
553 30 538
438 - 61 468

_ .316 .. 00. _l..~_ .,._ .370
'258 .....:·19···· .-268
761<j"""-" .., --3iff"-" : - '7768 -

AettvltY Ra.tes

VI'--

6..22
-171.99
-110.77

.59
104.93

11.71
53.59

- 34.24
41.70
9.21

-- 89.05

CompOnents of
popula.Uon dtangoe

Mortallty M1gn..t1on
Ct4) (IS)

(13)x(4) <1l)-(14)

- 17.22
-- 18.01
- 19.23
-19;59
- 20.93
-- 22.71
- 23.59
- 26.76
- 29.70
- 28.21
-225.95

1246 611 940
1010 -- 17 1018
888 -- 60 918 n
B06 - 11 812 0
775 88 731 ~
637 -- 3 638 "t'
542 32 526 O'
421 - 68 455 ~
352 -- 3 3J)4 , Z
~g::,-:~=~~ ~ -~~~c.;~:~~~2~~~".~- -

o
"r2;
n:z:.
>
Z
C'l
t:1.01020

.01461
-01972
.02360
.02805
.03483
.04384
.05717
.08027
.10527

635
1027
948
817
687
640
510
489
355
'~50 .
6358

Mort. Rato
(13)

55.80
83.04
94.36
97.84
97.97
97.86
97.76
97.06
95.58
88.92
85.47

Average
(12)

Chant:e
ill)

(lO)·-m

36.57
11.42
6.43
0.91
0.76
1.19
0.50

-1.88
- 3.91
- 2.65

10.48

lOS5.l5
(10)

(6)/(2)

74.08
88.75
97.58
98.29
98.35
98.45
98;01
96.12
93.62
87.60
OO.7i

1$110.5
(9)

(5)/Cl)

37.51
77.3.'3
91.15
97.38
97.59
97.26
97.51
98.00
97.53
so.zs
80.23

1693
1328
1040
839
704
658
523
499
364._

rzn:
. 7925'

19G5.6

15-19
26-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
4044
4549
50·54
55-59
~A

lOGO.6

10-14
15-19
20-24
25'29
30-34
35-39
4044
45-49
50-54'
55-59
To~

Age of eOborts
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10-14 15-19 --688 1295
15-19 20·2-1 - 29 155
20·24 25-29 2 43
25-29 30-34 6 - 17
30-34 35·39 4 - 22
35-39 40-4·1 6 -20
4044 4549 0 -20
4549 50·54 - .47 -2 - 7 -28
5Q-54 55-59 -7.28 -27 13 -55
55-59 6Q-64. Z-69 -7 0 - 32
Total ~ -693 1299

Age of ~h'lJ-tll
1960.6 1&1:3.6

Age (>, cohorts
1960.5 1965.$

CompOl\C!Dts of labor toru c:h:tnge
13. M!gruUon Co Net el\.tr)' D. Not

(17) (18) rctJrf'ment
(15) x (12) (J 1) l( (4) (19)

fG

Natural
Increase

(205) •
(16H·(21) or (23)

C1. Net entrY At
ClOI'lBtant ra:'e

Jlato No.
(~O) (31)

(20) :It (4)

'17.33 1305
13.82 170
6.23 61
,21 2
.33 - 2
.25 2
.49 3 ~-

-c.... _ ~. __..::c:.=...: =_-_=---=
----·-:~·-·:O··-·-~---:;i54i-· ~ .

In

~

~
~

-9
-14
,..;..7
-:30

617
143
68
8
6
8
3

846

0+J)2. Ettect of the changing
entry and retirement ra.tG"

(24)
(18)--(31) OJ' (19)-(t3)

Dl. Net retlreml!nt At
eonsta.nt rate

Rate Numher
(U) (23)

(M) x (4)

A.. lro~lty

(16)
(14) ]I (If)

- 9.61 3,47
- 14.96 -142.82
- 18.15 -104.52
- 19.17 .58
- 20.51 102.80
- 22.22 11.46
- 23.06 52.39
- 25.97 - 33.23

__ --.28.39. -z: '. _ _39.86
. -. =.25.08 __-_--._ =__ .' ..8.19'

.-207:l2~- -......::... 61:.B2

15-19
20-24
25·29
30..'M
35-39
4Q-44
4549
50·54
55·59
GO-64~-

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35..19
40-44
4.5-49

;;.-~ -c .-_ '.: ..' ~~~·~gm -~
. --- '-Total
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Table 3.-EstimaUon of components of change in size of the labor force:

Philippines. females. central quinquennium of the interval 1958-1968.

Ago of COhortS populn.tlon Labor Fon"Cl
J960.S 19~5.li 1960.ll 1965.0 Cban~ Avera.go 19SO.5 J1I65.5 Cban::o AveraRe

(1) (2) (3) (4) (C.) (0) (7) (8)
(6)-(6)

10-14 15-19 1623 1680 57 1652 344 840 496 592
15-19 20-21 1383 1221 -162 1302 685 651 -34 668
20·24 25-2& 1134 1062 -72 1098 618 518 -100 568 n
25·29 30·34 958 915 - 43 936 444 454 10 449 0
30-34 35-39 783 831 48 807 366 450 84 408 ~
35-39 4044 715 649 - 66 682 368 832 -36 350 0'tJ
40-44 45-49 550 588 38 569 275 320 45 298 0
45-49 50·54 512 435 -77 474 274 226 -48 250 Z
50-54 55·59 360 353 - 7 356 190 177 -13 184 M

Z
55-59~:" 60·64:- --·-264 257-. -'- ·7 260 116 105. -11 110 o-i - _. _..

. Total·· ". -8282 - - 7991",,,,·· "";" - 171 8136 3680 ::407~· _,,··393 . 3877 Ul ._ . '- - _.

0
Age of ('C)1\..rtB Activity Rates Components or '%2

JlOpula.t1on change n
1960.3 1~l;S.5 111Gtl.3 19G5.~ Change Average Mort. Rata Mortality IWgrauon :I:

(II) (10) (11) (2) (13) (14) (\5) >(5)/(1) (6)/(1l) (10)-(9) (lS)x(4) (3)-(14) Z
10-14 IS·!!) 21.20 50.00 28.80 35.60 .00722 - 11.93 68.93

C)

15-19 20·U 49.53 53.32 3.79 51.43 .01029 - 13.40 -148.60
M

20·24 25·29 54.50 48.78 - 5.72 51.64 .01494 - 16.40 - 55.60
25-29 30..14 46.35 49.62 3.27 47.99 .02074 - 19.41 - 23.59
30-34 35-39 48.74 54.15 7.41 50.45 .02711 - 21.88 69.88
35-39 4044 51.47 51.16 - 0.31 51.32 ;03185 - 21.72 - 44.28
40-44 4549 SO.OO 54.42 4.42 52.21 .03743 - 21.30 59.30
4549 50-54 53.52 51.95 -1.57 52.74 .Q4771 - 22.61 - 64.39
60-54 .55-59 52.78 50.14 -2.64 51.46 .Q6887 - 24.52 17.52
55-59 60-64 43.94 40;86- - 3.08 42.40 .09575 - 24.90 17.90
Total 44.43 50.97 6.54 47:70 -198.07 - 92.93 ~
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Age of cohort.!
11160.5 \9Gli,:.

Age or cohorts
1960.5 1965.5

24.54 476 49.53
-'16.42 49 4.9'1
-28.71 -63
-11.32 31 .39

35.25 60 4.73
-22.72 -2

30.96 25 3.52
-28.69 -7

9.01 - "--9--
'1.59

&ii
-·8--"".~~

--60.51 --89

DL Net ret1rement at
constant rate

Rate Number
(22) (23)

(2.2) x (4)

20 ~....
t'"

-~5:'~ ....,..=:~-~~~~~>=~~~~~
lJ)

~

~
Zi
o
>

Ul

""'

814
58

-'97
- 5

27
- 21

9
-16
- 44
-22.

703

Natural
Inerease

(26)
(18)+ (21) or (21)

C1. N&t entry at
conlltaJlt re.t'e

Rate ~Q.

(20) (21)
(20) x (4)

818
65

4
38

--342
-16

26
27
22
8
5

- 3
22
-3

-248

C!-4-Dll. Effect of the changing
ent.". and retIrement ra.tes

(24)
(18)-(%1) OJ' (19)-(28)

Components of labol' force chsnge
'8. MIgt'ation C. Net entry D. N..t

• (17) (18) retlremel't
(15) x (12) (11) ,. (4) (19)

-8.15 -89

-1.47 -10

-0.74 - 4
-8.84 - 31
-4.42· -·n

-145

- 4.25
- 6.89
- 8.47
- 9.31
-11.04
-11.15
-11.12
-11.92
.-.12.62
-10.56
-97.33

A. MortaUt)'
(16)

UO" (I!)

15-)9
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
4044
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

15·19
20·21
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
~~4·

10·14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35·39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
Total

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49

·-50-54 
-- - .55-59

Total
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are accounted for by entries and decrements at the central ages
due to emigration while decrements at the older ages are due
to either deaths or retirements. There was also an increase
in male participation rate at all ageS except at ages 45 years
and over. Among the two components of change in the popu
lation 10 years old and over (mortality and migration), we can
note out-movements at the ages,15-19, 20-24, and 45-49. .

Table 4. - Estimated components of change in the labor force
by sex: Philippines, central quinquennium of the
interval 1968 - 1968

.;.

•

Components

1) Net change
2) A. Mortality
3) B. Migration
4) C. Net entries in c:ohol'ts

of net entry
5) D. Net retirements in

cohorts of net
Entries and retirements
at constant age.specific
rates:

6) C. Net entries
7) D. Net retirements
8) Effects of changing en

try and retirement rates
(Ca & DJ)

9) Natural increase
(A + C. + D.)

Quinquennial Changes I Annual per cent
I I 1 rates of change

BS· I M I FIBS I M 12
942 547 395 lj9 1.65 2.04

• 304 -207 - 97 • .58 ..62 • .50
·122 • 62 - 60 -.23 .19 .31

1487 846 641 2.83 2.5S 3.31
I
I

~I1l9 - 30 - 89 -.23 •.09 • 046
I;

2486 1541 945 4.73 4.65 4.87
- 181 • 36 -145 - .34 -.11 - .75

~ 941 -693 -248 -l.19 .209 -1.28
f I·
2002 1299 703 3.81 3.n 3.63

•

• Calculations carried out for male & female separately. Figures for
BS = M + F. '"t,

I..
Among the components 9£ ':change in the size of the labor

force, the large numbers of entrjes assures a positive net change
in the male labor Jorce. Emigtation occurs at the age groups
15-19, 20.24 and 45-49. Entries occur up to ages 40-44, with
the number of entries decreasing 88 age increases. Decrements
start at age 45 and go on t~ ages 60-64. Natural increase in
the male labor force stands' at nearly 1.3 million during the
central quinquennium. .'

"
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Among females, we can likewise Dote a positive change in
the labor force. An over~ increase in activitY rates 8jlso
occurs, with negative changes being manifest at ages 45 and
over (like males) and at age groups 20-24 and 35-39. The
larger decline in activity rate at ages 20-24 has been previously
observed to be caused by f~male labor force retirements at ages
of marriage. .

Among the componen~8 Ofchange in the population. of work
ing age (columns 14 and li5)i, the decrement among fema.les dUG
to mortality is less than that for male while the decrement due
to migration is slightly higher. Emigration is evident at ages
15·29, 35-39 and 45-49.

The observation of a ;sl~ghtJy higher migration figure for
the female population ten.Years old and over (9S,OOOagainst
89,000 for males) is suppotted by United States immigration
statistics. Data indicate that female immigration to the Unit
ed States has been consistelltJy higher than male immi8'ration
from 1959 to 1968. Immigration of both males and females is
especially considerable at.; the ages between 20-39. Although
the computed total number of immigrants of working age is
larger than the total number in published data on Philippino
immigrants to the United' States from 1958 to 1968, we should
consider the fact that the latter figure excludes persona', who
move to countries other than the United States and that it In
eludes only those Filipinos 'who officially enter the United States
as immigrants but not those persons who enter fls non-immi
grants (tourists, temporary workers and trainees, transit aliens)
who convert their status to .permanent residents at some later
time. i I j:

",.: '1 .
In the female labor jfq~ce, the smaller influence of the

mortality component shows' ,up once more, decrements due to
mortality being less than,one.-half of decrements due to mor
tality in the male laHor force; The number for migration is
almost as large as that forilmales, with decrements occurring
in the same age-groups as ~ose for which emigration in th~
female population of working age was observed (15-29, 35-39,
and 45-49). EntrIes occur (up to ages 40-44, with retirements
interspersed at ages 20-24 and 85-89. This pattern has been
observed before and is attdbutable to the fact that ages of entry
and ages of retirement for women have quite a degree of over
lap. Total number of entries is less than that for males but
the number of retirements was greater. This observation also
holds when we consider net entries (e.) and net retirements
(D.) at constant rates (columna 21 and 23 of each table, res-

\) I

i
• I
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pectively). Natural increase :~s~ considerably less than that for
males.· .

" I

A summary of results iskiven in Table 4. A positive net
change in the size of the total 'labor force is registered during
the central quinquennium. N~t.:~ntries into the labor force were
sufficiently substantial to of~se~ any decrements due to mortal
ity, out-migration, and net re~~rements. This is the. case even
when we consider the changes by each sex. Looking at the
annual per cent rates of charige' in each of the components, we
can note that all the female, ~ates are higher than the male
rates except in one component·: !mortality. Thus, while positive
net changes occur in both the male labor force and the female
labor force, the annual rate of change for females was higher
than that for males.

The second half of Table 4 indicates the changes during
the quinquennium attributable to: 1) unchanging age-specific
rates of entry and retirement (C. and D.) and 2) changes in
age-specific rates of entry and retirement (C2 and D.). Natural
increase in the total labor force is represented by the algebraic
sum of components A, 0, and; D.. The annual rates of change
of both component C, (net entries) and D. (net retirements)
are higher for females than!, for males. The reverse is true
when we consider components 02 and D2. Natural increase also
proceededat a faster rate per a~num for males than for females.

The results have shown t~Jt increase in the total labor force.
would have even been larger~ ·if the components of mortality,
retirements, and migration had not "tempered" it down. The
main point to consider here is.:;w·hether the economy can generate:
a sufficient number of jobs. eyery year to absorb yearly in
creases, mainly in the form ,(of,? new entrants. Inability to ac
commodate these annual additions to the labor force can result.
in serious problems of unemployment, One outlet for annual
entrants is emigration, whichi,has gained significance in the last
five years or so. While emigration could be a "safety valve".
we should not lose sight of the fact that the country may be.
losing needed manpower in the pror.ess. Hence, while certain:
skills are in shortage in the Icountry. we may find people with:
precisely these skills moving out of the country to find jobs.
elsewhere. The problem is not confined to the provision of an
adequate number of jobs annually. A necessary implication is.
also the creation and maintenance of attractive and satisfactory
terms of e~ploym.ent Although this includes a wide variety of:
factors (like environment, employer-employee relations, etc.) ,
it seems that in a developiilg[' country like the Philippines. a
fundamental item to consid~~:," is the establishment of salary
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scales commensurate notolily with the qualifications and ex
perience but also with the expectations of workers.

i

The tentative character of observations made in this paper
is reiterated here. Another constraint imposed upon us may
also be mentioned, namely~ :the unavailability of data in finer
breakdowns. For instane~ access to population and labor force
data according to an urban-rural classification by sex would
have given us a clearer picture of the processes involved and
would also have accounted Ifor rural-urban movements.
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